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Curate your home: Print Set Salgado  Â    This inspiring print set offers sixteen designs to transform

a blank wall into a personalized display. Each set of sixteen images has been specially selected

from the TASCHEN collection as the most loved, and most interesting, examples of SebastiÃ£o

Salgadoâ€™s work. The prints are packaged in a sturdy cardboard box and are suitable either for

framing or as a poster.

Poster: 16 pages

Publisher: Taschen; Box Pstr edition (November 15, 2014)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 3836552701

ISBN-13: 978-3836552707

Product Dimensions:  13.5 x 10.7 x 0.9 inches

Shipping Weight: 1.7 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:  4.9 out of 5 starsÂ Â See all reviewsÂ (32 customer reviews)

Best Sellers Rank: #247,278 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #154 inÂ Books > Arts &

Photography > Photography & Video > Individual Photographers > Monographs   #1519 inÂ Books

> Arts & Photography > Individual Artists

The quality and impact of the best of Salgado's work is amazing, placing him alongside such

photography legends as W. Eugene Smith. This collection of 16 large matte black and white prints is

stellar, to put it mildly. It comes in a presentation box and is an incredible value that will almost

certainly increase over the years. You seldom see portfolios like this.

Amazing set, the pictures are printed on beautiful matte paper, and the box is good for storage of

the prints, if u do not want to frame them. To get 16 amazing prints like these for this price is beyond

belief. Definitely recommended to any one who loves Salgado's works.My only complain is that it is

only 16 prints.

I bought the book 'Genesis' when it was first published and still enjoy looking through it and enjoying

Salgado'smagnificent photographs. Even if you're not familiar with the book I urge you to buy these

high quality printswhile the price is right. A true keepsake.



What a wonderful idea! An ultra-affordable portfolio of Salgado's work. If more photographers would

do something like this, they would help create a climate of appreciation of their art.Bravo Salgado,

Bravo Taschen

Beautiful prints, I highly recommend it !

I love this photographer, and cannot afford all of his prints or books, was very happy to receive this

book of prints atsuch a reasonable cost, and plan to have several framed. High quality print stock

also. My husband was very pleasedwhen he saw what I had ordered.

Highly enjoyable collection of photographs, portfolio box is OK. I bought this instead of the book with

the same title because the book layout cut every photograph in the gutter area of the spine. The

quality is very good and the price is very attractive.

The gift is great quality. Each photograph arrived in perfect condition. Others thought this was

incredibly expensive. Very pleased with this product!
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